
 
     2210 TRACKERBALL KEYBOARD FOR PUBLIC ENVIRONMENTS 

 
 
 
 
 
 

 
OVERALL DIMENSIONS (in millimetres) 

 
 
 
MOUNTING DETAILS 
 
For effective resistance to vandalism, abuse and rough use the STORM 2210 should be installed 
 from the underside of a panel, with the operational face of the keyboard accessible 
 through a rectangular aperture in the panel. 

 
 

2210 Series Keyboard 

 
 

ACCESSORIES FOR USE WITH STORM 2210 SERIES TRACKERBALL 
KEYBOARD 
Stock No  Item 
1200-001001 2.5m Keyboard Cable – PS2 to 5 Way Molex 
1200-002001 2.5m Keyboard Cable – USB to 5 Way Molex 
2200-002001 2.5m Trackerball Cable - PS2 to 6 Way Molex   
2200-003001 2.5m Trackerball Cable - USB to 6 Way Molex   
2200-MK0001 Mounting Kit 
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INSTALLATION  for PANEL MOUNT 
Required parts :- 
Keyboard 
Cables 
Mounting Kit 
2mm panel with studs 
 
1. Fit the keyboard cable, and then 
make the connection to ground 
securing the eyelet to the stud 
provided. On USB selectable versions 
ensure the switches are set to the 
option you require. Check cable 
grommet is correctly located in pod 
housing (if used) 
  
Repeat for the trackerball cable. 
 
2. Locate the gasket over the studs on 
the panel 
 3. Offer the keyboard up to the rear of 
the panel. 
 4. Fit the mounting clips and M3 nuts 
over the studs and tighten down. 
 
 
 
Note the Storm Part number, serial 
number and firmware version for your 
build records. 
 

 

Developed for use in kiosk applications this range of Keyboards is suitable for use in exposed or hostile environments. Their robust 
construction is highly resistant to hard use, abuse and vandalism. They are sealed against water and dust to ensure responsive and 
reliable data entry in the most demanding situations. For details of the full product range please contact your Storm distributor. 

Whilst every effort is made 
to ensure details are correct 
at time of print, 
specifications are subject to 
change without notice. 

 


